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about 
Blue

Endeavors
Blue endeavors is a marine conservation company 
that specializes in educating people about 
preserving the oceans through diving and scientific 
exploration courses. They are committed/dedicated 
to conserving the ocean. The main goal is to 
establish a strong brand identity and promote the 
mission of Blue Endeavors through engagement, 
entertainment, and education.



we
explore

We help people experience the beauty as well 
as discover and disregard the destruction of our 
oceans. By letting them explore what’s really 
happening below the surface, we inspire them to 
take action to improve the health of the world’s 
oceans.



we 
educate We show people what they can do to make 

a positive impact on the oceans from diving 
certification classes to high school ocean 
conservation programs. We empower people with 
knowledge and give them the tools to help save the 
oceans.



get 
involved

By getting the support of the target audience, Blue 
Endeavors will  take one important step closer to 
saving our oceans. With the target audiences’ help, 
we will be able to expand our organization and 
spread our message to a wider audience. Let’s dive 
into action!



what’s 
next? Blue Endeavors looks to build on the success it’s had 

with community-based programs that have a global 
effect. Our goal is to become an ocean governing 
movement with self-sustaining chapters across the 
United States. The health of our oceans affects the 
health of all life on earth, and it’s our responsibility 
to repair the damage that we together have caused. 
We do this for our children, for ourselves, and for all 
of the other lives we share this planet with.



mission 
statement Blue Endeavors is a non-profit organization focused 

on saving our oceans . We educate through 
scientific diving to foster a social movement for 
change. We are all dependant upon the sea and are 
equally responsible for keeping it blue.



purpose Educate people about 
marine conservation through 
exploration and play.



target
audience

We are talking to people who care about the ocean, 
to get them interested to join Blue Endeavors, in 
order to explore and experience ways in which they 
can help to save the ocean.



The Aquanauts have their access to scuba training, 
activities that involve exploration, conservation, 
and scientific activities. Children also have access 
to their own application that features beautifully 
illustrated characters that educate and entertain 
them through an easy to use UI.

kids 
or Aquanauts

 -12 years



adults 
Engagement with adults will go through social 
media and more traditional local advertising. Blue 
Endeavors offers programs for all ages and interests. 
Since it is a fully stocked dive shop, Blue Endeavors 
appeals first to divers through those services. 
The second group of adults are interested in Blue 
Endeavors for the social aspect and to simply give 
what they can to ocean conservation. 



what 
would
consumers 
get 
Blue 
Endeavors

The target audience will 
experience marine life and learn 
different ways they could help 
conserving the ocean. 



brand
identity 

logo



taglinetype colors

keep it
blue

Titles: 
Myriad Pro 
Semibold 
 

Body:
Myriad Pro 
Regular  

ELEMENT SIZING NOTES

Page titles, Modal titles  17pt

Medium font weight
iOS 10+ page titles   34pt before scrolling 
     17pt once scrolled

Paragraph text, Links  17pt

Secondary text   15pt

Lighter color as well
Tertiary text, Captions,
Segmented buttons  13pt

Skip a font size between 
secondary and 
tertiary text Buttons,
Text inputs    17pt

Highlight important 
buttons with medium 
font weight Action Bar  10pt

#162649 Dark Blue 

#0069B7 Light Blue - top nav

#0092FF Neo Blue - small icons, small areas, etc

#ED8655 Light Orange - on darker background

#EE7054 Dark Orange - on lighter background



creative
brief What would they like about this product (USP)?

• One-for-one memberships, which means that for every month your purchase a membership, 
Blue Endeavors will give one to a student who can’t afford it. (Think  “Toms”)

• Education through experience.
• Activities for all ages

Creative Guidelines/Brand Voice:

Kids
The tone of the copy, for kids, should be cheerful and funny. One important aspect that
should be kept in mind, is to make the educational experience attractive and engaging, but
at the same time to keep the language simple enough for kids to understand.

Adults
For adults the theme should be serious with some undertones of fun. The copy should read
simple and to the point.
Basically all the medias that the campaign addresses, will be tied with one simple and a
catchy tagline.

Why are we Advertising?
To establish a strong brand identity and promote the mission of Blue Endeavors through
engagement, entertainment, and education.

Who are we talking to?
We are talking to people who care about the ocean, to get them interested to join Blue
Endeavors, in order to explore and experience ways in which they can help to save the
ocean.

What are we selling?
Marine conservation.

What is single most persuasive idea that we can convey?
Blue Endeavors promotes marine conservation and exploration through education.



objective Build a strong and 
loyal following.



splash 

swell 

tsunami

content 
strategy 



splash swell tsunami
• Daily SM content • Application launch

• Website revamp

• Collectible badge pins

• New t-shirts/merchan-
dise

• Submarine tour event 
in December

• SharktoberFest



daily
topics

instagram

 
instagram | daily topics

Marine News Monday

Twitter & Facebook: 
Spread the word

Repost
Tuesday

1 Thing 
Wednesday

Event
Thursday

Fun Fact 
Friday

Shark 
Saturday

Solution
Sunday

Marine News Monday: Small write up with images 
and videos about current events or news in marine 
conservation.

Repost Tuesday: Use Tuesday as a second chance to 
post recaps of events and classes from the previous 
week. (More Content)

One Thing Wednesday: Saving the world’s oceans 
has to be a group effort, everyone has to contribute. 
Every Wednesday post something simple that people 
can do to reduce their carbon footprint.

Event Thursday: As the week comes to an end, 
people begin to plan their weekends. Use this day to 
inform people of upcoming classes and events.

Fun Fact Friday: Every Friday provide an image or 
video that has a fact or interesting information that 
goes with it.

Shark Saturday: There are over 400 known species 
of sharks, every Saturday post an album that contains 
videos and images of a specific specie and in the 
caption provide a paragraph(s) that informs followers.

Solution Sunday: Use Sundays to show solutions to 
common problems concerning marine conservation. 

Twitter & Facebook: Spread the word
Use Twitter and Facebook to share full length articles 
about all matters pertaining to marine life and 
marine conservation. Use these channels to start 
conversations and raise awareness of marine events 
happening globally. 



IG schedule 
postTM W TH F SAT SUN

X

X

X

X
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X

problem/solution

Shark Facts

Fun Facts

Event Repost

1 Small Thing

Repost

Marine News



instagram
posts

 
Marine News

Monday
Repost

Tuesday
1 Small thing
Wednesday

Event 
Thursday

Fun Fact
Friday

Shark 
Saturday

Solution
Sunday


